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Versatile electronic properties of atomically
layered ScO2†

G. C. Loh*ab and Ravindra Pandey*a

In recent years, graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been at the forefront of

candidate materials for next-generation electronic devices. In this study, we will consider transition

metal oxides (TMOs), which are a class of materials that can exist in two-dimensional geometries, but

exhibit unique properties due to the strong correlation between electrons. Density functional theory

calculations under the generalized-gradient approximation with on-site Coulomb interactions (GGA + U)

are performed to investigate the (a) geometry, (b) energetics, (c) electronic properties, (d) magnetic

properties, and (e) chemical bonding of a layered TMO–scandium dioxide (ScO2) in its octahedral (T)

and hexagonal (H) phases. The T-phase is a non-magnetic wide-band gap semiconductor with a band

gap of 3.75 and 3.73 eV for the monolayer and bilayer, respectively. The H-phase monolayer is an anti-

ferromagnetic (AFM) metal while the bilayer is metallic and has a ferromagnetic (FM) and an AFM

configuration, which degenerate in energy. The metallicity and magnetic coupling between atoms in the

H-phase are predominantly governed by the O-pz states. The analysis of the chemical topology using

the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) shows that the Sc–O bonds are highly ionic in char-

acter. Born effective charge (Z*) analysis suggests that the H-phase monolayer has more uniform

chemical bonding. Furthermore, T- and H-phase bilayers respond differently to strain applied normal to

the material surface; for the former, the band gap increases and then decreases with the increase of

tensile strain, whereas the latter shows a metal - semiconductor - metal transition as a larger tensile

strain is applied. The mechanisms for such responses are inherently different in the two phases: in the

T-phase, it is due to the shift of the lowest unfilled O-pz band, and in the H-phase, it is attributed to the

transformation in shape of the bands close to the Fermi level. The versatility of the electronic properties

of ScO2 in its different phases and forms (monolayer and bilayer) can thus be exploited in devices at

the nanoscale.

1. Introduction

Since the realization of graphene as a free-standing and stable
two-dimensional (2D) material,1 its plenitude of unique and
intriguing properties2–6 has captivated the interest of the
scientific community in the past decade. However, although
it has been widely-publicized as the next-generation electronic
material7 that will replace silicon, it lacks a gap in its electronic
band structure, i.e. it is a semi-metal. A band gap has to be
induced by either doping,8 applying an external electric field,9 or
cutting it into nanoribbons10 to render graphene suitable as a
semiconducting material in transistors or other electronic devices.

It has nonetheless shown glimpses of potential due to its
extremely high carrier mobility7 and in other fields such as
biological engineering,11 and energy storage.12 Despite its
Achilles’ heel, with recent leaps and bounds in progress in its
synthesis13–16 it is not surprising that the scope of attention has
been widened in the search for alternative 2D materials, which
can rival or even surpass the performance of graphene while
behaving as a semiconductor for electronic applications. One
such class of materials is the transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs). In fact, some of these materials are not novel as their
bulk forms have been investigated many decades ago; for instance,
molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) has been used as an excellent
lubricant due to the van der Waals (vdW) interaction between its
layers.17 However, the 2D forms of the TMDs, which have only
been carefully examined after the emergence of graphene, have
indeed shown promising traits. An outstanding example is mono-
layers of MoS2, which have a large carrier mobility18 and high
current-carrying capacity,19 whereas other intensively-studied
TMDs such as the tungsten-based dichalcogenides (WS2, WSe2)
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have exhibited similar superior electrical performance.20 However,
not all 2D TMDs are semiconducting; some have been found to be
electrically insulative21,22 or metallic.23,24 The diversity of their
electrical characteristics expands the range of applications that
they can be employed in.

Transition metal oxides (TMOs) are compounds that consist
of transition metal and oxygen atoms in variable proportions
and arrangements. In the MX2 manifold (M: transition metal;
X: chalcogen, for e.g. S, Se, O) they are also called transition
metal dioxides, and closely resemble TMDs in geometry with
the atoms bonded together in a X–M–X sandwich-like arrange-
ment (hereafter named as MX2-TMDs and MX2-TMOs). The
sub-layers of atoms are subsequently stacked to form graphite-
like multilayers or the bulk structure. The M atoms are positively
charged, i.e. cations, and the X atoms are negatively charged, i.e.
anions. Monolayer MX2-TMDs/MX2-TMOs are typically in either
a honeycomb hexagonal (H) structure with D3h point group
symmetry or a centered honeycomb octahedral (T) structure
with C3v symmetry. Some of them can exist in either form, while
others are not stable as a freestanding structure.25 In the
H-phase, the two X sub-layers are aligned with each other in
the direction normal to the surface, while in the T-phase the M
atoms are trigonal and prismatic with respect to the X atoms.
The intralayer M–X bonds are highly covalent in character.

Despite the similarities between the geometries of MX2-TMDs
and MX2-TMOs, electrons in the two types of material behave
very differently. TMOs, in general, are a unique material class
aptly named as strongly correlated materials in which Coulomb
interactions between certain electrons are considerably stronger
than those in conventional materials. Other types of such
systems include cuprate superconductors26 and heavy-electron
compounds.27 Due to the strong correlation effects, the electro-
nic band structure differs from that predicted by the usual band
theory. In particular, in all forms of TMO, the 2p orbitals of the
oxygen anion overlap and form multiple bands in the valence
band near the Fermi level, while the sparsely populated conduc-
tion band is predominantly made up of d-orbitals on the transi-
tion metal cation.28 As the d-orbitals are small,29 the interaction
effects between these orbitals and others are enhanced and their
overlap with other orbitals is decreased, which then reduces the
kinetic energy of the electrons. If the correlation effects are
sufficiently strong, the mobility of the conduction electrons is
curtailed to the extent of the formation of a band gap.

Essentially, the emergence of strong correlation effects
poses a challenge to our understanding of solids as many novel
and unusual properties are observed in these electron systems,
including half-metallicity,30 metal–insulator transition,31 colossal
magnetoresistance (CMR),31 high-temperature superconductivity,32

and multiferroicity.33 These phenomena indeed reveal a new
‘world’ of solid state physics, but at the same time, the intricacy
of electron interactions in these systems inevitably brings about a
severe technical problem in the calculations of their electronic
structure. Typically, the theoretical tool for solving the quantum
many-body problem is density functional theory (DFT) in the local
density approximation (LDA) in which the many-body system is
mapped into a non-interacting one with a one-electron exchange

correlation potential, thereby mimicking a homogeneous electron
gas.34 However, in strongly correlated systems such as TMOs which
contain localized d/f electrons on the transition metal cations and a
distinct band gap, LDA predicts a partially d/f band with metallic
character and itinerant electrons. Therefore, LDA fails to accurately
describe the electronic structure of these systems.

How do we then represent the electron interaction more
correctly in these unique materials? Many approaches have been
subsequently developed to rectify the shortcomings of LDA, includ-
ing the Hartree–Fock (HF) method,35 the GW approximation,36,37

the self-interaction correction (SIC) method,38 and the LDA + U
method.39 Despite improvements on LDA, some of these methods
are still imprecise in one way or another. For instance, although the
exchange potential in the HF formulation contains a term that
cancels out the unphysical self-interaction between electrons, the
Coulomb interaction is unscreened and therefore considerably
stronger than in realistic scenarios. Hence, predicted band
gaps are typically a few times larger than experimental values.
On the other hand, the LDA + U method ameliorates the
problem; in addition to including the screening effect, it
couples the calculations with an additional orbital-dependent
Hubbard repulsion term to correct for the unphysical self-
interaction between electrons in exchange and correlation
functionals that have not been treated exactly. Due to its
reasonable accuracy and ease of use in many computational
packages, the LDA + U method has become one of the more
popular approaches for describing strong correlation effects.

The structural stability of some MX2-TMOs such as vanadium
dioxide (VO2)40 and chromium dioxide (CrO2)41–44 has recently
been affirmed experimentally. The stability of VO2 allotropes has
been found to be temperature-dependent, and a metal-to-
insulator transition is observed in the allotropes with a change
in temperature.40 CrO2 is half-metallic in character and has been
investigated mainly for spintronic applications.41–44 Among the
transition metals, scandium (Sc) is the lightest. Due to its rare
availability and the difficulties in its preparation after extraction,
relatively little is known about the compounds it can form or the
properties of these compounds. In fact, the only familiar one to
us is bulk scandium(III) oxide (Sc2O3), which is the primary form
of Sc produced by the mining process that is mainly used as a
strengthening material in alloys.45

Is this the only existing form of Sc oxide? Perhaps more
important is the question: are there other useful Sc oxides?
Moreover, can Sc and O atoms form a stable MX2 monolayer or
bilayer? Some of these questions have been addressed by Ataca
and coworkers;25 using DFT calculations in the LDA approxi-
mation, they have suggested that ScO2, together with 7 other
MX2-TMOs out of the 11 they investigated, are stable and free-
standing in the single-layer 2D form. These other MX2-TMOs
include VO2, CrO2, manganese dioxide (MnO2), iron dioxide
(FeO2), nickel dioxide (NiO2), molybdenum dioxide (MoO2),
and tungsten dioxide (WO2). Some of them are predicted to be
stable as a monolayer in either the T-(NiO2) or H-phase (VO2,
CrO2, FeO2, MoO2, and WO2), or even both phases (ScO2 and
MnO2). To make a coherent comparison between the properties of
different MX2-TMO/TMD monolayers in their T- and H-phases,
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strong correlation effects in the MX2-TMOs are not accounted for
in most of their calculations. A separate study was then done to
take correlation effects into consideration to explore how the
strength of correlation affects the band gap of a few layered
TMOs.25 It is predicted that the T-phase monolayer undergoes a
transformation from a half-metal into a semiconductor when the
correlation effects are adequately strong.

What remains unanswered mainly concerns the ScO2 bilayer –
is it stable as a freestanding structure? If so, does the presence
of the additional layer modulate the geometry within each
layer? Furthermore, are the electronic properties predicted in
ref. 25 unique to ScO2 in the monolayer form? How does
H-ScO2 behave electronically with the inclusion of strong corre-
lation effects? In this work, we address the aforementioned
questions in detail by first-principles calculations using the
generalized-gradient approximation with on-site Coulomb inter-
action (GGA + U). The geometry of ScO2 and its electronic and
magnetic behaviour are compared with those under the LDA and
LDA + U schemes in ref. 25. Only the most common phases of
octahedral (T) and hexagonal (H) are studied. It is to be noted
that the on-site interaction in ScO2 has not been quantified by
experimental measurements and therefore parameters have not
been established. In this regard, only a qualitative comparison of
the findings is possible. In addition, the chemical bonding of the
different configurations of ScO2 is analyzed using the quantum
theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) and the Born effective
charge tensor Z*. Thereafter, we probe the interaction strength
between layers in the bilayers indirectly by applying strain in the
direction normal to the material surface, and then examine
the response of the electronic properties to the applied
strain. The mechanism that results in such a response is then
delineated.

2. Computational model

The ScO2 monolayer is simulated by a (4 � 4) supercell contain-
ing 4 Sc and 8 O atoms. In both T- and H-phases, a Sc sub-layer
is sandwiched between two O sub-layers. In the former, six O
atoms are arranged around each Sc atom in a distorted octa-
hedral manner (Fig. 1(a)) while in the latter, the atoms are
bonded together in a buckled honeycomb configuration
(Fig. 1(c)). Due to strong correlation effects, the T-phase lattice
is distorted and the Sc atoms form zigzag rows, which are
reminiscent of the dimerized Re chains in rhenium disulphide
(ReS2).46,47 Note that this distortion has not been reported in
ref. 25. These Sc atoms within the zigzag rows are spaced closer
to each other as compared to that with Sc atoms in a neighbor-
ing row. In this study, we shall investigate whether these Sc
atoms are bonded together in chains in the same way as Re
atoms in ReS2. The calculated bond length in the T-phase
ranges from 2.05 to 3.10 Å, while that in the H-phase is
approximately 2.19 Å. In the T-phase, the separation between
Sc zigzag rows is about 3.10 Å, whereas the separation between
sub-layers in the T-phase (H-phase) is approximately 0.74 (1.11) Å.
The structural stability of the monolayer is expressed by the

formation energy, which is defined as the difference between
the total energy of the system and the sum of the energy of its
constituents,

Ef ¼ EScO2
�
X

a¼Sc;O
naEa (1)

where EScO2
is the total energy of the monolayer, na is the number

of atoms of a particular element a and Ea is the energy of a single
atom of that element a. The formation energy of the monolayer is
calculated to be �2.24 eV per atom, relative to �1.84 eV per atom
for H-phase monolayer, i.e. T-ScO2 monolayer is more stable. As a
comparison, ref. 25, which uses a different formalism, reports
values of �2.67 and �2.61 eV per atom for the T- and H-phase,
respectively. Nonetheless, both studies find the T-phase of ScO2

monolayer to be more stable.
The ScO2 bilayer is formed by stacking one O–Sc–O mono-

layer on top of another (Fig. 1(b) and (d)). The interlayer
separation is approximately 1.77 Å in the T-phase. In the
H-phase, the honeycomb lattice is distorted, with rippling of
sub-layers. Due to a difference in the lattice symmetry, the
closest neighbour pairs between layers are not the same for
both phases. In the T-phase, alternating pairs of Sc–O are
neighbours, but in the H-phase, they are O–O atoms. In the
latter, at points whereby the sub-layers are at their furthest
apart, the separation is about 2.48 Å; it is 1.46 Å at their nearest.
The formation energies of the T- and H-ScO2 bilayer are
calculated to be �2.46 and �2.04 eV per atom, respectively.
In other words, akin to the case of the monolayers, the T-phase
bilayer is more stable than the H-phase bilayer. The bilayers are
also more stable than the monolayers. Furthermore, to provide
a more comprehensive picture of ScO2 in its various configura-
tions and to give a prediction of its microscopy images, we have
performed multislice simulations48,49 to calculate HA-ADF
(high-angle annular dark-field) and TEM (transmission electron
microscopy) images together with its average (Z-number �
Debye–Waller factor)2 plot (Fig. 1).

Calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) were
performed with the VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package)
program and the implementation of projector augmented-wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials50 (with an energy cutoff of 400 eV). The
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange–correlation func-
tional in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)51 was
used. Dispersion correction was included in the calculations by
the DFT-D2 approach of Grimme.52 The Brillouin zone was sampled
with a (19 � 19 � 1) k-point mesh using the Monkhorst–Pack
scheme.53 The structures were optimized until the forces (as
calculated by the Hellmann–Feynman formalism54,55) were less
than 10�5 eV Å�1. In the supercell, the structure is separated
from its periodic image in the direction perpendicular to the
surface by a vacuum region of 12 Å. Dipole corrections were
applied in the direction perpendicular to the material surface to
avoid interactions between periodically repeated images.

In our calculations, the Hubbard corrections are carried out
using the Dudarev scheme,56 in which the effective difference
of the on-site Coulomb repulsion term U and the exchange
parameter J is used to correct for the strong correlation effects.
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In this scheme, double-counting is accounted for by the fully
localized limit (FLL) approximation57–59 such that the orbital
occupation numbers nsi,m is 0 or 1 and the double-counting term is

Ed�c nsi;l

� �
¼
X
i;l

Ui;l

2
Ni;l Ni;l � 1
� �

�
X
i;l

Ji;l

2
Ns

i;l Ns
i;l � 1

� �
(2)

where Ns
i;l ¼

P
m

nsi;m is the number of electrons with the spin s

at orbital l of atom i, and Ni,l is the total occupation number.
The total energy is

EGGAþU ¼ EGGA

þ
X
i;l

Ui;l � Ji;l

2

X
s

2Tr nsi;l

� �
� 2Tr nsi;ln

s
i;l

� �h i
(3)

The values of U and J for both phases have not yet been
affirmed in theoretical studies and there are no prior experimental

measurements of the band gap of the material. Therefore, we
can only approach the problem in a different way – a test is first
conducted. ref. 25 has reported the opening of a band gap in the
T-phase monolayer above the value U � J = 4. To make a direct
comparison between the LDA/LDA + U and GGA + U schemes,
U� J is varied from 0 to 5 eV (0, 1, 3, 5 eV) to study their effect on
the band structure of T- and H-phase monolayers. At U � J = 0,
the T-phase monolayer is a half-metal (Fig. S1, see ESI†). At
U � J Z 1, it becomes a wide-band gap semiconductor. On
the other hand, the H-phase monolayer remains metallic from
0 r U� J r 3, and transforms to become a half-metal at U� J = 5
(Fig. S2, ESI†). Considering that the thrust of this study is to
examine the material at reasonable Hubbard parameters and
compare its properties under the GGA + U formalism with those
under LDA/LDA + U, the value of U � J is chosen to be 5 eV for
Sc-d and O-p orbitals.

Fig. 1 (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer, (c) H-ScO2 monolayer, (d) H-ScO2 bilayer. For each panel, the top view, side view, and multislice
simulation images are shown. Top and side views: atoms in purple are Sc, and red are O; the dashed boxes mark the regions in which the multislice
simulations are performed; the shaded regions in the side views illustrate the atoms studied in the QTAIM analyses in Section 3.4. Multislice simulations:
simulated average (Z-number � Debye–Waller factor)2 plot, with the color bar denoting the magnitude in arbitrary units; simulated HA-ADF image;
simulated TEM image.
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To partition the continuous charge density among the atoms
in the system, Bader’s atoms in molecules theory60–64 is imple-
mented such that the atomic basin is determined at the zero
flux surface around the atom. This surface is observed in the
two-dimensional sense at which the charge density is at a
minimum perpendicular to the system surface. Therefore, the
total electronic charge of each atom can be defined. The Born
effective charges tensor, Z*, of each atom is computed by
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) (also known as
the linear response method) with an external electric field.65,66

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Interlayer bonding: deformation charge density & Bader
analysis

Sc has an electron configuration of [Ar]3d14s2 and O has
an electron configuration of 1s22s22p4; Sc has 1 unpaired 3d
electron and O has 2 unpaired 2p electrons. As O is more
electronegative than Sc (O: 3.44, S: 1.36 by Pauling67), O tends
to attract electrons from Sc. Indeed, this is demonstrated by the
deformation charge density of ScO2 in its various forms (mono-
layer and bilayer) and phases (T and H) (Fig. 2). The contour
isovalue is set at 0.02 e Å�3. Interestingly, unlike graphene or
2D TMDs in which layers are coupled by vdW interactions,
charges are transferred between different layers in the bilayers
(yellow: accumulation; purple: depletion), i.e. chemical bonds
are formed between layers. In the T-phase bilayer, the interlayer
bond has a strong ionic character due to the distinct demarca-
tion of the accumulation and depletion regions, whereas in the
H-phase bilayer, the bond is more covalent as the charge

transfer regions are generally symmetric between the stacked
O atoms.

To quantify and substantiate the abovementioned discus-
sion, Bader’s charge analysis60–64 is carried out. In the T-ScO2

monolayer, Sc loses 2.17 e per atom and O gains 1.08 e per
atom. In the H-phase monolayer, the amount of charges
transferred is slightly less (Sc: �2.15; O: +1.07 e per atom).
On the other hand, in the T-phase bilayer, the charge transfer is
greater (Sc: �2.19; O: +1.09 e per atom) than in the monolayer.
This is likely due to additional transfer of charges between
layers (Fig. 2). In contrast, depletion of charges between layers
in the H-phase bilayer diminishes the exchange of charges
between layers, and hence the average charge transfer is less
(Sc: �2.13; O: +1.06 e per atom).

3.2 Electronic properties: density of states & band structure

The atom-projected atomic density of states (DOS) is calculated
to characterize the nature of the electronic states of ScO2 in its
various configurations (Fig. 3). Both monolayers and bilayers of
the T-phase are wide-band gap semiconductors, with band gaps
of 3.75 and 3.73 eV, respectively, while the H-phase monolayer
and bilayer are metallic. Furthermore, the energy levels of the
states in the bilayers deviate only slightly from those in the
monolayers. In comparison, ref. 25 reports that the T-phase
monolayer is half-metallic under the LDA scheme, but has a
small band gap when the Coulomb repulsion term U is greater
than approximately 4 eV. In the same study, the H-phase
monolayer is a semiconductor with a band gap of 1.05 eV when
calculated with the bare LDA approximation. Note that unlike
for the T-phase, the calculation for the H-phase is only performed
with the bare LDA approximation and strong correlation effects

Fig. 2 Top views of the deformation charge density landscape of (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer, (c) H-ScO2 monolayer, and (d) H-ScO2

bilayer. The contour isovalue is 0.02 e Å�3. Yellow: accumulation region; purple: depletion region.
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are not accounted for. We believe that the disparities in the
calculated band gaps can be mainly ascribed to the difference
in formalism of the exchange–correlation functional (LDA and
LDA + U against GGA + U) in these two studies.

To ascertain the character of states at different k-points, the
atom-projected electronic band structures are derived (Fig. S3,
ESI†). The occupied and unoccupied bands near the Fermi level
including the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction
band minimum (CBM) mainly originate from O atoms. Note
that states projected from Sc are degenerate with those from O
between �5 and 0 eV in the T-phase, and between �7 and 0 eV
in the H-phase (Fig. 3). Due to smaller spectral weights, these Sc
bands are obscured behind those contributed by O (Fig. S1,
ESI†). The slight lowering of the band gap from the bilayer
to the monolayer of the T-phase is in stark contrast to some
TMDs; for example, the MoS2 bilayer has a band gap of
1.53 eV,68 which is considerably lower than that of its mono-
layer at 1.80 eV.69–71 In the T-phase, VBM is shifted from K to M,
while CBM remains generally invariant at M. On the other
hand, the metallic bands in the H-phase are almost flat along
G–M–K–G. In comparison to the monolayer, additional bands
are induced in the valence band of the bilayer at around �1 eV
and in the conduction band at around 1 eV.

3.3 Magnetic properties: spin density

To investigate the preferred spin states of ScO2 in the equili-
brium configuration, we consider the material to be in the non-
magnetic, ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM)
spin configurations. In the non-magnetic state, the spin
moment of each atom is initialized to be zero. On the other
hand, we define the initial FM spin configuration to consist of
parallel (mm) spins between all atoms. The initial AFM spin
configuration is defined to consist of anti-parallel (mk) spins
between neighboring atoms of the same sub-layer and between
neighboring atoms in the same O–Sc–O unit cell.

The spin-polarized atom-projected density of states is shown
in Fig. 4. The T-phase monolayer and bilayer are non-magnetic
(Fig. 4(a) and (b)). Occupied states in the vicinity of the Fermi
level have energies between �6 and 0 eV. In the H-phase
monolayer, two AFM configurations are almost degenerate in
energy, with a difference of 0.3 meV – one is converged from the
initial FM configuration (hereafter named as AFM1st, Fig. 4(c)
inset) and the other is relaxed from the initial AFM configu-
ration (AFM2nd, Fig. 4(d) inset). The spin density distribution
of both configurations is similar; at the contour isovalue of
0.01 e Å�3, diagonal rows of O have a net spin density – the
regions in grey have a larger spin-up density (i.e. nup� ndown 4 0),
while those in yellow have a larger spin-down density (i.e. nup �
ndown o 0). The total energy of the NM configuration is larger than
the AFM configurations by 1.09 eV. The magnetization moment of
AFM1st (0.215 mB per ScO2) is greater than that of AFM2nd (0.198 mB

per ScO2). In contrast, calculations under the LDA scheme in
ref. 25 predict a magnetization moment of 1 mB per ScO2, but it is
unclear from that work which type of magnetic ordering the
monolayer is in or how the spin density is distributed. Despite
the energy degeneracy of AFM1st and AFM2nd, the spin states have
different energy levels. The spin-down states in the AFM1st

configuration are finite at the Fermi level while the spin-up states
have a band gap, i.e. the monolayer is half-metallic (Fig. 4(c)). In
the AFM2nd configuration, states between �5 and �1 eV experi-
ence exchange splitting of approximately 0.7 eV (Fig. 4(d)).

Conversely, the H-phase bilayer remains FM-coupled
between neighboring O atoms after relaxation from the initial
FM configuration (Fig. 4(e)). The spin density is arranged in
alternate diagonal rows of O (Fig. 4(e) inset). In the AFM
equilibrium configuration, the spin-up states alternate with
spin-down states in diagonal O rows, but the states of the same
spin are aligned on top of each other (Fig. 4(f) inset). The FM
configuration is degenerate in energy with the AFM configu-
ration, with a small difference of 0.2 meV, while the NM
configuration is 0.94 eV greater. The magnetization moment

Fig. 3 Atom-projected density of states of (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer, (c) H-ScO2 monolayer, and (d) H-ScO2 bilayer. Zero is taken to be
the Fermi energy. The insets show the magnified views of the states near the Fermi level.
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Fig. 4 Spin-polarized atom-projected band structure of (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer, (c) H-ScO2 monolayer in the AFM1st configuration, (d)
H-ScO2 monolayer in the AFM2nd configuration, (e) H-ScO2 bilayer in the FM configuration, and (f) H-ScO2 bilayer in the AFM configuration. The insets
from (c) to (f) illustrate the spin density distribution. The contour isovalue is 0.01 e Å�3. Regions in grey have a net spin-up density, whereas those in yellow
have a net spin-down density. Zero is taken to be Fermi energy.
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of the FM configuration is 0.225 mB per ScO2 while opposite
spins in the AFM configuration nullify to give it zero magneti-
zation moment.

The spin-polarized band structures are then calculated
(Fig. 5–7). Spin-up and spin-down bands are degenerate in
the nonmagnetic T-phase (Fig. 5). Note that as before, the Sc
bands near the Fermi level have a smaller spectral weight than
those from O and are therefore concealed behind the O bands.
In the T-phase monolayer, at an isovalue of 0.01 e Å�3, states at
CBM (as denoted by the green circle in Fig. 5(a)) are localized at
O atoms between the Sc zigzag rows, whereas those at VBM
(blue circle) are distributed around O atoms within the zigzag
rows. Careful observation of the spatial character of the orbitals
and the orientation of these states with respect to the axes
uncovers the nature of these states. They match closely
to p-orbitals with 1 angular node and 2 large lobes; they have
a dominant py and pz character as the lobes are aligned in

the y–z plane. Similarly, the states at CBM in the T-phase bilayer
are located at O atoms between Sc rows and are predominantly
py and pz in shape and orientation (Fig. 5(b)). However, in
comparison to those in the monolayer, they are evenly distrib-
uted in neighboring O atoms, while in the monolayer, the
localization of the states alternates between neighboring O
atoms. The states at VBM in the bilayer resemble those in the
monolayer; they are mainly located around O atoms within the
Sc zigzag rows.

In AFM1st of the H-phase monolayer, the top of the spin-up
valence band is almost flat and VBM is located at K. Similarly,
the bottom of the spin-up conduction band is nearly flat and
CBM is at G. At an isovalue of 0.01 e Å�3, the states at VBM and
CBM are evenly distributed around alternating O atoms
(Fig. 6(a)). On the other hand, the spin-down states are metallic
with a bandwidth of 0.25 eV. In AFM2nd, the metallic spin-down
states have a smaller bandwidth of approximately 0.20 eV, as

Fig. 5 (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer. For each panel, top views, side views of the partial charge density landscape at CBM and VBM, and spin-
polarized atom-projected density of states are shown. The size of the data points indicates the spectral weight. Zero is taken to be Fermi energy.
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compared to 0.10 eV for the spin-up states (Fig. 6(b)). Note that
the states near the Fermi level are not discernible in Fig. 4(d),
but are evident in Fig. 6(b). Unlike the spin-up states which
are distributed in both O sublayers, the spin-down states are
localized only around O atoms in the lower sub-layer. All states
at VBM and CBM with the isovalue of 0.01 e Å�3 have a
prevalent pz-character.

In the FM configuration of the H-phase bilayer, the spin-up
states have a larger band gap than that of the spin-down states
(G–G: 2.07 and 1.11 eV, Fig. 7(a)). The localization of the CBM
states at alternating diagonal rows of O is similar to that in
the monolayer (Fig. 6(a)). States at VBM are more densely
distributed in the bilayer. In the AFM configuration, the
transition from VBM to CBM is indirect from K to G. As before,
the O-pz states dominate the top of the valence band and the
bottom of the conduction band.

Due to strong Coulomb interactions between Sc-3d and O-2p
orbitals, one would expect them to dictate the electronic
structure of the material. To verify this, the spin-polarized band
structures are projected onto Sc-d and O-p orbitals to gain an
insight into the contribution of each orbital (Fig. S4–S7, ESI†).
In the case of the H-phase, only the half-metallic monolayer
(AFM1st) and the FM-coupled bilayer are shown and discussed
for the sake of brevity. The color and size of the data points are
assigned in correspondence with its relative spectral weight;
those with larger weight are in red. For all configurations, the
top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band
are mainly contributed by O-py, and particularly O-pz states.
Comparison between the band structures of the T- and
H-phases shows that the metallic character of the H-phase
originates from Sc-dyz, Sc-dxz, and O-pz orbitals. In a similar
vein, exchange splitting of the states of the H-phase in both

Fig. 6 (a) AFM1st and (b) AFM2nd spin configurations of H-ScO2 monolayer. For each panel, top views and side views of the partial charge density
landscape at CBM and VBM, of the metallic states, and spin-polarized atom-projected density of states are shown. The size of the data points indicates
the spectral weight. Zero is taken to be Fermi energy.
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spins is most evident for O-pz (Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†). Succinctly,
O-pz states play a critical role in the electronic and magnetic
properties of T- and H-ScO2.

3.4 Chemical bonding

The electronic structure of a material is inherently associated
with the nature of its bonds. In this regard, to gain a more
complete outlook of the electronic properties of ScO2, we
analyse its chemical bonding. A chemical bond, or more
specifically, the electron density distribution between atoms
can be described accurately by a few tools – two of which are the
Laplacian of the electron density via the quantum theory of

atoms in molecules,72–77 and the Born effective charge tensor
(Z*).78 Further explanation of the Laplacian is given in the ESI.†

In general, the covalency of the bonds is expressed by (1) the
form of the zero envelope of the negative Laplacian and (2)
the value of the negative Laplacian at the bcp. The left panels
of Fig. 8 show the 2D and 3D negative Laplacian (�r2r) plots
of Sc–O pairs in different configurations, as illustrated by the
shaded regions in Fig. 1. The grey dots represent the bcp in the
charge profile and the lines radiating from each atom denote
the gradient vector field lines of charge density. The blue bold
line is the zero envelope, whereas the red and green lines
are contour lines with a value of �5 and �10 e Å�5, respectively.

Fig. 7 (a) FM and (b) AFM spin configurations of H-ScO2 bilayer. For each panel, top views and side views of the partial charge density landscape at CBM
and VBM, of the metallic states, and spin-polarized atom-projected density of states are shown. The size of the data points indicates the spectral weight.
Zero is taken to be Fermi energy. A and B differentiate between CBM and VBM of spin-up and spin-down states.
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Fig. 8 (a) T-ScO2 monolayer, (b) T-ScO2 bilayer, (c) H-ScO2 monolayer, and (d) H-ScO2 bilayer: (i) 2D negative Laplacian plot, (ii) 3D negative Laplacian
plot, (iii) kinetic energy density, (iv) potential energy density, and (v) electronic energy density. The color bar shows the energy density in Eha0

�3, whereby
Eh is Hartree and a0 is Bohr radius.
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In all configurations, none of the zero envelopes enclose the
Sc–O bcp, indicating that the Sc–O bonds are more ionic than
covalent. In the T-phase monolayer (Fig. 8(a)), �r2r at the bcp
(Sc–O)1 and (Sc–O)2 are �7 and �10 e Å�5, respectively, whereas
r is 0.55 e Å�3 at both points. This suggests that the two Sc–O
bonds, which are not of equal length (Fig. 1(a)), are slightly
ionic and do not have the same covalency. The intralayer Sc–O
bonds in the T-phase bilayer (Fig. 8(b)) have a similar �r2r at
the bcp [(Sc–O)1: �7; (Sc–O)2: �10 e Å�5], while r are slightly
smaller at 0.35 and 0.50 e Å�3, respectively. (Sc–O)3 is a pair of
interlayer atoms and �r2r@(Sc–O)3 = �7 and r@(Sc–O)3 =
0.35. The bcp between the layers and its finite value of r
validates the presence of bonds between the layers. Note that
the grey region, shown in Fig. 1(b), illustrates the 2 Sc and 2 O
atoms in (Sc–O)1, (Sc–O)2, and (Sc–O)3, and the inset in Fig. 8(b)
shows the topology for the same (Sc–O)3 pair, but is taking a
different 2D plane from that in the main figure. In general, the
covalency of bonds is dictated by both the Laplacian value and
the charge density at the bcp; a bond with a lower r at its bcp is
more ionic than the other, if their Laplacian values are equiva-
lent. However, this is not a hard and fast rule. In our context,
the slightly lower charge density at the bcp of (Sc–O)1 and
(Sc–O)2 relative to that of the monolayer is attributed to the
sharing of electrons between intra- and interlayer Sc–O bonds.

In the H-phase monolayer (Fig. 8(c)) and bilayer (Fig. 8(d)),
�r2r@(Sc–O)1 = �8, �r2r@(Sc–O)2 = �8, while r is 0.55 e Å�3

in the former and 0.35 e Å�3 in the latter. Akin to the T-phase,
electron sharing between intra- and interlayer bonds reduces
the charge density at the bcp in the bilayer. The two bcp within
each H-phase structure have the same �r2r and r, i.e. they
have the same chemical topology. In contrast to that in the
T-phase (Fig. 1), the uniform chemical topology in the H-phase
correlates well with its relatively small variation of bond
lengths.

Presented in the right panels are the kinetic energy density
(KED) (iii), potential energy density (PED) (iv), and electronic
energy density (EED) (v) of the same 2D plane. The EED is the
sum of KED and PED, and it complements the �r2r plot; it is
more negative if the bond has a greater covalent character. The
EED at all bcp are in cyan on the color bar. This corresponds
to a value close to null and again verifies the highly ionic nature
of the Sc–O bonds.

QTAIM provides a graphical depiction of the charge distri-
bution from which the covalency of the bonds can be deduced.

Conversely, Born effective charges (BEC), or transverse charges,
Z*, establish the covalency of the bonds in a macroscopic
manner; it is a proportionality coefficient relating the change
in polarization in the direction b and the displacement of an
ion i in the direction a in the absence of an external
electric field,

Ziab
� ¼ O

DPb

Duia

����
e¼0

(4)

It describes the linear relation between the force acting on an
atom and the macroscopic electric field78–80 and hence governs
the amplitude of long-range Coulomb interaction between ions.
It is this interaction that causes the splitting between transverse
and longitudinal optic (LO) and transverse optic (TO) phonon
modes.78–80 From another point of view, it can also be repre-
sented as the macroscopic current flowing through the material
as a particular ion is adiabatically displaced, while all other
ions are kept fixed. In a closed shell system, the charge carried
by an ion will be close to its formal valence. On the other hand,
if the bonds have a covalent character, a significant amount of
charge flows through it when ions are displaced, and therefore,
the deviation of Z* from the formal charge is large.81,82

In a non-cubic lattice, the diagonal elements of the Born
effective charge tensor are non-identical, i.e. the charges are
anisotropic. Indeed, for each configuration of this study, the
diagonal elements of Z* are dissimilar due to the asymmetry of
the structure (Table 1). In a closed shell system, the formal
valence of Sc, and O in ScO2 are 3+ and 2�, respectively. As Zxx*
and Zyy* for the H-phase monolayer deviate less with respect
to their formal valence, relative to corresponding tensor com-
ponents in the other 3 structures, its Sc–O bonds are more ionic
than those in other configurations. In this way, the Born
effective charge analysis supplements the QTAIM analysis by
‘quantifying’ the covalency of the Sc–O in each configuration.

3.5 Unique response of electronic properties to strain on ScO2

bilayer

Fig. 2 has shown that charges are transferred between layers in
a ScO2 bilayer; the bcp between the layers in the QTAIM
analysis (Fig. 8) further justifies the bond formation between
layers. This suggests that interaction between layers is key to
the electronic behavior of the ScO2 bilayer. One way to evaluate
this interaction strength and to examine the effects of the
additional layer on the electronic and magnetic properties of

Table 1 Matrix components of the Born effective charge tensor Z* of T-ScO2 monolayer, T-ScO2 bilayer, H-ScO2 monolayer, and H-ScO2 bilayer

Born effective charge tensor (Z*)

xx yy zz xy xz yx yz zx zy

T-ScO2 monolayer Sc 3.970 3.702 0.931 0.284 �0.078 0.293 0.428 0.007 0.185
O �1.990 �1.855 �0.467 �0.142 0.039 �0.146 �0.214 �0.004 �0.092

T-ScO2 bilayer Sc 3.800 3.645 0.427 0.271 0.248 0.293 0.155 0.362 �0.130
O �1.903 �1.828 �0.579 �0.135 �0.124 �0.146 �0.077 �0.160 0.054

H-ScO2 monolayer Sc 3.298 3.009 0.606 �0.300 0 �0.204 0 0 0
O �1.686 �1.524 �0.304 0.148 0 0.104 0 0 0

H-ScO2 bilayer Sc 3.507 3.699 0.824 �0.177 0 �0.176 0 0 0
O �1.759 �1.864 �0.227 0.089 0 0.088 0 0 0
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the material is to apply strain in the direction normal to its
surface. In other words, the layers are compressed towards or
pulled away from each other.

The interlayer separation is varied from 1.57 to 3.77 Å for the
T-phase and from 1.77 to 3.97 Å for the H-phase, spanning from
the compressive to the tensile regime (Fig. 9). The band gap
of the T-phase decreases from 3.73 eV at the ground state to
3.57 eV at a separation of 1.57 Å. A small tensile strain induces
an increase in the band gap to the maximum value of 4.01 eV
at an approximate separation of 3.00 Å A. Note that the change
in the band gap from 3.57 to 4.01 eV is more than 10%. For the
H-phase, a compressive strain (1.97 to 1.77 Å) opens up a band
gap (Eg = 21 meV). Similarly, a small tensile strain A induces a
band gap (Eg = 11 meV), but increasing the strain beyond that,
the band gap reduces and eventually vanishes at a separation of
around 2.97 Å B. Together with the band gap, the formation
energy of each structure, as calculated using eqn (1), is pre-
sented. The H-phase is predicted to be more stable (with a
darker red in the color bar) than its ground state when the
layers are separated by more than 2.97 Å, while the H-phase
metallic structures are generally more stable than the semi-
conducting ones. The T-phase bilayer is more stable than its
H-phase counterpart within the range of interlayer separation
studied.

Apart from the unique electronic behavior, the H-phase
bilayer also exhibits interesting spin characteristics with the
application of strain. Fig. S8 (ESI†) shows the spin density
distribution at three different interlayer separation values. For
the FM configuration (refer to Fig. 7) at a separation of 1.77 Å,
the material is compressively strained. Domains of spin-up

states are located in alternating diagonal rows of O. As the
separation is increased towards the ground state configuration,
the spin density distribution remains unchanged. At the
ground state, additional smaller domains of spin-up states
emerge. The distribution remains constant as the separation
is increased to 3.97 Å. However, at infinite separation, i.e. a
monolayer, it becomes AFM-coupled across diagonal layers. A
similar behavior is observed for the AFM configuration in the
bilayer.

Why do the two phases differ so much in their response to
strain? It is even more compelling in the H-phase bilayer since
it transforms from a metal to a semiconductor and back to a
metal as the tensile strain applied is increased in magnitude.
As O-pz states dominate the top and bottom of the valence
and conduction bands, respectively, the effects of varying the
interlayer separation on the O-pz bands are investigated (Fig. 10
and 11). By charting the evolution of the O-pz bands with the
interlayer separation, the unique response of the bilayers to
strain, as observed in Fig. 10, can then be perused.

In Fig. 10(a), 6 bands, namely, A–D in the conduction band
and E and F in the valence band of the T-phase bilayer, have
been highlighted in the leftmost panel to draw attention to
their trend of change with the separation between layers. In the
conduction band, band A (in yellow) shifts to higher energies
from an interlayer separation of 1.57 Å to 2.97 Å, beyond which
it moves downwards slightly to a lower energy (Fig. 10(a)
and (b)). Bands B–D (B: green; C: blue; D: grey) generally follow
the same trend, but reach a maximum energy at a smaller
separation of either 2.17 Å or 2.57 Å (Fig. 10(b)). Bands B and D
(and bands A and C) approach each other as the separation
increases. On the other hand, the shift of bands E and F in the
valence band to higher energies with the separation is less
significant since other bands are present around the VBM. The
plots in Fig. 10(b) are then extrapolated to infinite separation,
i.e. a T-phase monolayer. The last few panels of Fig. 10(a) show
the consistent trend of bands A–D as they shift downwards in
energy towards the Fermi level; eventually bands B:D, A:C, and
E:F merge to become degenerate. All in all, the increase and
then decrease of the band gap with the interlayer separation is
chiefly due to the shift of the lowest unfilled O-pz band. More-
over, the band evolution from a bilayer to a monolayer unveils
the degenerate nature of the O-pz bands near the Fermi level.

The band structure of the H-phase bilayer responds in a
distinctly different manner from that of the T-phase bilayer.
2 bands near the Fermi level are marked in Fig. 11 to facilitate
tracking of the transformation. Band A in the valence band is
almost flat at the ground state. With the application of tensile
strain, it shifts upwards towards the Fermi level, and bends in a
way such that the energy levels around M and K are higher than
that around G. It eventually crosses the Fermi level at M and K
when the separation is increased to 3.17 Å. Band B in the
conduction band cuts the Fermi level near G. Increasing the
separation further to 3.57 Å lifts the band slightly above the
Fermi level. At an infinite separation (i.e. monolayer), band A is
shifted to about 0.05 V below the Fermi level while band B
crosses the Fermi level again near G. Therefore, the metallic

Fig. 9 Variation of the band gap (Eg) with the interlayer separation in
T-ScO2 and H-ScO2 bilayers. Atomic configurations are shown: at the
ground state (G.S.), at the maxima of the band gap and the largest
interlayer separation investigated in the study. The data points are
colour-coded to denote the formation energy.
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character near the ground state, and with tensile strain, stems
from the crossing of a different band at the Fermi level. The
shape transformation of bands close to the Fermi level with the
interlayer separation induces the metal - semiconductor -

metal transition.
Unlike the bands in T-phase bilayers, bands A and B of

H-phase bilayers evolve in shape with the interlayer separation.
This transformation can be characterized by the gradient of the

bands with respect to the wavevector, also known as the Fermi
velocity.

vF ¼
E

�hk
(4)

where �h is the reduced Planck constant.
Fig. 12 shows the variation of Fermi velocity of bands A and

B with the separation. The red circles mark the velocity of the

Fig. 10 (a) Evolution of O-pz states with the interlayer separation in T-ScO2 bilayer. The O-pz states in T-ScO2 monolayer is used as a reference in the
last panel. Bands A–F are highlighted for clarity. (b) Variation of the energy at G, M, and K for bands A–D in T-ScO2 bilayer.

Fig. 11 Evolution of O-pz states with the interlayer separation in H-ScO2 bilayer. The O-pz states in T-ScO2 monolayer is used as a reference in the last
panel. Bands A and B are highlighted for clarity. The blue arrows mark the points at which the Fermi level is crossed.
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metallic states, with reference to Fig. 11. At the ground state,
the Fermi velocity of the metallic states (band B) is approxi-
mately 60 km s�1 at GM and 40 km s�1 at GK. At a larger
separation of 2.37 Å, the Fermi velocity of these states decreases
to less than 40 km s�1. Increasing the separation further
reduces the Fermi velocity of the metallic states to almost zero
before it becomes larger in its evolution towards a monolayer.

4. Summary

Transition metal oxides (TMOs) are a family of materials in
which Coulomb interactions between certain electrons is
significantly stronger than in typical materials. Due to strong
correlation effects, these materials exhibit an array of unique
properties. One such TMO in the 2D MX2 configuration is ScO2.
A previous study,25 which has performed first-principles calcu-
lations using the LDA/LDA + U scheme, has predicted that
T- and H-ScO2 monolayers are stable. In this study, we extend
the investigation to the ScO2 bilayer under the generalized-
gradient approximation with on-site Coulomb interaction
(GGA + U); the geometry, energetics, electronic properties, magnetic
properties, and chemical bonding (analyzed by QTAIM and the Born
effective charge tensor) of the (i) T-phase monolayer, (ii) T-phase
monolayer, (iii) H-phase monolayer, and (iv) H-phase bilayer are
examined. Their properties are presented as follow:

(1) Interlayer bonding: In the presence of strong correlation
effects, charges are transferred on atoms between layers in ScO2

bilayers, i.e. atoms between layers are bonded. However, the
closest neighbor pairs are different in the two phases; in the
T-phase bilayer, these pairs are Sc–O, while in the H-phase
bilayer, they are O–O.

(2) Electronic properties: The T-phase monolayer and bilayer
are wide-band gap semiconductors with band gaps of 3.75 and
3.73 eV, respectively. The metallicity of the H-phase monolayer
and bilayer originates from the Sc-dyz, Sc-dxz, and O-pz orbitals.

(3) Magnetic properties: The T-phase is non-magnetic. The
H-phase monolayer has two energy-degenerate AFM spin con-
figurations: the first of which has a magnetization moment of
0.215 mB per ScO2 and the second has a moment of 0.198 mB per
ScO2. The FM configuration (0.225 mB per ScO2) of the H-phase

bilayer is degenerate with its AFM configuration (0 mB per ScO2).
Exchange splitting is most significant for O-pz states in the
H-phase.

(4) Chemical bonding: The Sc–O bonds are highly ionic.
In comparison to other configurations, the chemical topology
in the H-phase monolayer is relatively more uniform, and its
bonds are more ionic. The interlayer bcp in the bilayers and its
finite value of r validates the presence of bonds between the
layers shown in the deformation charge density plots.

The interaction strength between layers in the bilayers is
examined by applying strain in the direction normal to the
material surface. Interestingly, the two phases respond in a
distinctly dissimilar manner; the band gap of the T-phase
bilayer increases with tensile strain before it decreases, with a
variation of more than 10%, while the T-phase bilayer becomes
a semiconductor and then becomes a metal with the increase of
tensile strain. The mechanism for such a response is – T-phase
bilayer: shift of the lowest unfilled O-pz band; H-phase bilayer:
shape transformation of bands close to the Fermi level. The
Fermi velocity of the metallic states in the H-phase bilayer
decreases with the interlayer separation before increasing
slightly towards the monolayer.

By employing the GGA + U formalism, the present study
examines the electronic properties of ScO2 from a different
perspective. The interaction between layers allows tailoring of
the electronic properties in the direction normal to the material
surface. The versatility of adjusting the electronic behavior of
ScO2 can be valuable to the development of next-generation
nanodevices.
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Fig. 12 Evolution of the Fermi velocity of bands A and B with the interlayer separation in H-ScO2 bilayer. The Fermi velocity of the same bands in T-ScO2

monolayer is used as a reference in the last panel. The red circles mark the Fermi velocity of the metallic states.
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